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the 
  

LET US NOT TO THE MARRIAGE OF TRUE MINDS 

... 
  

edition 
____________________________________ 

 
… 

ADMIT 

no stinking 

IMPEDIMENT 
!!!  

or at least not when it comes to margaritas and mirthy 2-dollar cervezas :)  
 

IT'S CANTINA TIME!! 
 



 

just when you were about to lose hope, a light shines  
from the 26 Doors parking lot at 38th across from Seton… 

…think about it...what a perfect location for such darlin' AGING friends to do a little toping…a cantina with 
it's own emergency room just steps away…we may hafta cross a little traffic but what the hell, we won't feel a 

thing either way :) 
 
 

Tuesday, February 10th 
5 PM -  in the bar 

 

and as ALWAYS it would be soooo lovely to know  
how many goofy lovebirds, 16th century or otherwise, 

 to plan for… 
 

did you hit the reply button yet???? 

____________________________________ 
 

ah. how about the rest of the sonnet,  
and the requisite mincing & parsing & carping about this 'n' that… 

 
 

 

... 
LOVE IS NOT LOVE 

… 
  



 
Which alters when it alteration finds, 
Or bends with the remover to remove: 
…okay, wait a sec 
…we gotta alter lotsa things every other minute just to please the spousal unit or keep up with the ridiculous 
dating patterns of the significant other these days…as for bending, we don't do that much so we're alright with 
not that... 
 

O no; it is an ever-fixed mark,  
That looks on tempests, and is never shaken; 
…huh... we don't THINK so... all of the gazillion psychotherapists and shrinks wouldn't have all these plushy 
jobs in sweet little cushy offices, now would they? and in THIS town the economy would tank in less time than it 
takes to say "that'll be $280"…more like an "easy" mark that's tryin' to get UN-fixated!! we neede a breake… :) 
 

It is the star to every wandering bark, 
Whose worth's unknown, although his height be taken. 
…ah, yes, Love is a star alright, but the wandering bark we've had to deal with lately is for sure worthless and 
his worthless  height is exactly 2 inches since NYE's little tempest, AND YET we know there are OTHER barks 
out there who are soooo lovely and some are even sweetly married and who are priceless sequoias…we are 
thinking of gloria's bill for example…and joanne's richard…anybody else wanna pitch in here?we're lookin' for 
romeos worth at least half a heaven's twinkle…send the single ones in a separate missive & we will look 'em 
over 
  
 

Love's not Time's fool, though rosy lips and cheeks  
Within his bending sickle's compass come;  
…we do NOT speak sickles in this company, bending or otherwise 
… 
 

Love alters not with his brief hours and weeks,  
But bears it out even to the edge of doom. 
…edge of doom…we have seen the edge of doom and will NOT go there ever ever again… it's expensive (see 
analysis, line 4) and a helluva trip, and yet there is always this tick tick tick of hope that whatever Love's doing 
with his briefs will somehow create merriment and mirth with many many large, edgy, doom- sized bears :) or 
something like that…we smile 
… 
 

If this be error and upon me proved, 
I never writ, nor no man ever loved.  

…oh fine. just fine. no doubt Shake was a sincere kinda guy, or some say he was a she…whatever, we would 
love to meet one like him…meanwhile we are sooooo on the bubbles-going-up side of the muddy angsty mess 
that Love doth always track in, and there are sooooo many sweet days ahead with spring fixin' to sprung….we 

hope the same for our dear readers, whose wellbeing doth beponder us with much wellwishing.  
 
 



and 
now 

, here it comes… 

_________________________________ 
 

CLAUD'S LITTLE BIRTHDAY LIST for 
FEBRUARY 

 

 
 

and a SCINTILLATING SEVENTIETH TO: 

01  Malone Hill (45) 

02  Beth Marsh Baldwin (45) 

05  Linda Grove Lynk (45) 

05  Jean Doremus Grubb (45) 

06  Jimmy Moncivais Orona (44) 

12  Carol Edwards Shull (45) 
16  Joanne Jennings Riley (46) you precious darling youngster, you're only 69!!! 

22  Weldon Gentry (45) 
 
 

loyal forever, y'all 
 

 
 
terry heller phd   -   4401 aqua verde drive  78746  -   512.796.7554  


